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A TAMPER PROOF LEDGER



The Ledger

• The ledger contains a record of all cryptocurrency transactions 
– It can be seen as a memory system! 

• The equivalence between money and memory was proposed by economist 
Narayana Kocherlakota in 1998 (Kocherlakota N.R. (1998) Money Is 
Memory. Journal of Economic Theory 81(2), 232-251) 
– Memory is defined as knowledge on the part of an agent of the full histories of all 

agents with whom he has had direct or indirect contact in the past. 
– Any allocation that is feasible in an environment with money is also feasible in the 

same environment with memory. 
– Money is defined as an object that does not enter utility or production functions, and 

is available in fixed supply. From a technological point of view, money is equivalent to 
a primitive form of memory



Bitcoin Innovation: Incentives

• Satoshi proposed the following solution” 
– Previously, digital money creators focused on making it impossible to 

tamper with the ledger. 
– Now: it is easier to have incentives not to tamper with the ledger 

• How to dis-incentivize tampering with the ledger? 
– By making it easy to detect that the ledger had been tampered with 
• Any fraudulent activities would then be dissuaded from even trying! 

• Tampering with the ledger is called off-the-equilibrium path



Simple Ledger

• Consider a simple example 
 1. Olivia creates a single O-Coin 
 2. Olivia sells the O-Coin to Stephani  
 3. Stephani sells the O-Coin to Peter 
• Thus it is clear that, at the end, Peter is the rightful owner of O-Coin 
• But what if there is Bob were to come in and attempt to change the 

second stage: to read that Olivia sells O-Coin to Bob, not Stephani. 
• This would undermine Peter’s ownership rights to the coin 
• We need to detect possible tampering all along the chain



Simple Ledger, cont.

1. Olivia Creates a Single O-Coin <OCSO> 
2. Olivia Sells the O-Coin to Stephani <OSOS<ocso>> 
3. Stephani Sells the O-Coin to Peter <SSOP <osos<ocso>>>> 
• In this simple example we used the first letter of each of the 

words in our algorithm  
• To spot tampering, we can check if the initials match the words 

in the previous step



Detecting Tampering Attempts

1. Olivia Creates a Single O-Coin  
<OCSO> 
2. Olivia sells the O-Coin to Stephani  
<OSOS<ocso>> 
3. Stephani Sells the O-Coin to Peter  
<SSOP <osos<ocso>>>>

1. Olivia Creates a Single O-Coin  
<OCSO> 
2. Olivia sells the O-Coin to Stephani  
<OSOS<ocso>> 
3. Bob Stepjanie sells the O-Coin to John  
<BSOJ <osob<ocso>>>>



What is Blockchain?

• Blockchain implements the same idea but by means of 
cryptography; 

• Blockchain allows storing groups of transactions into blocks; 
• Blockchain has the following key elements: 
– The linked list 
– The hash function 
– The hash pointer



The key elements of blockchain

• Pointer 
– A language object that stores the memory address of another value 

located in computer memory 

• Linked list 
– A linear collection of data elements such that each element contains a 

pointer that points to the next; 
– The elements might be in entirely different places; 
– The pointers transforms a collection of objects into an ordered list



The Hash Function

• The hash function transforms an input of any size into an 
output of a fixed size 
–Cannot have more than one output per input 

–Can have more than one input per output



The Hash Function,cont.

1. Olivia Creates a Single O-Coin <OCSO> 
2. Olivia Sells the O-Coin to Stephani 
<OSOS<ocso>> 
3. Michael Sells the O-Coin to Peter <MSOP 
<osos<ocso>>>> 
• Let’s apply the hush function 
• SHA-256 - Same has function as Bitcoin 
• Takes anything and turns it into a 256-bit 

number 
• https://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/

sha256.html

https://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/sha256.html
https://www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/sha256.html


The Hash Function, cont.

The ledger with hashes of the previous entry: 
1. Olivia Creates a Single O-Coin  
f69265f98ac595d297894214d4966eb4c4d12cd0249209950e09ed4b02204ad8 
2. Olivia Sells the O-Coin to Stephani  
65e6111ae039a481bf6883b23bd6f4d19a8470c5b1b0c942bcdab6c9f0851b7f 
3. Michael Sells the O-Coin to Peter  
462ebefd5d4d69b261fd015701a6bc583f4dada7f3f8aa3ba97e7a9b62265fa9 

The hush function of the functions of the 3 steps is: 
211a5dada4da49bff2b21afa053d6093e19e55ab8106fa374e597b1b6cb24fb4



The Hash Function, cont.

• Hash function: A hash function H takes a message x of arbitrary but 
finite size and outputs a fixed size hash h (also called digest).  

• When not explicitly stated differently, we refer to a cryptographic hash 
function whenever the term hash function is used. 

• Cryptographic hash function: There are four additional properties of a 
hash function that have to be fulfilled so that the function qualifies as 
a cryptographic hash function (E. Lombrozo, J. Lau, and P. Wuille. 
Bitcoin improvement proposal 141 (bip141): Segregated witness 
(consensus layer). https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/
bip-0141.mediawiki):

https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0141.mediawiki
https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0141.mediawiki


The Hash Function, cont..

• Easy to compute: It is computationally easy to calculate the hash of any given finite 
message. h=H(x), where h is of fixed length. 

• Pre-image resistance: It is infeasible to generate a message that has a given hash 
value. Infeasible in this context means it cannot be achieved by an adversary as long 
as the security of the message is important.  
– In terms of complexity theory, this is defined as not being possible in polynomial time 
– Because of this property, cryptographic hash functions are also called one-way functions 

(Given a hash h it is infeasible to find any message x such that h=H(x)) 
• Second pre-image resistance: the property of a hash function that it is 

computationally infeasible to find any second input that has the same output as a 
given input. 

• Collision resistance: It is infeasible to find any two different messages which produce 
identical outputs



Hash function : Merkle tree

• Merkle tree is constructed by hashing paired data (the leaves), then pairing 
and hashing the results until a single hash remains, the merkle root.  
– In Bitcoin, the leaves are typically transactions from a single block. 

• In Merkle’s paper it was introduced the concept of a one-time signature 
scheme that relies on a “infinite tree of one-time signatures.”  
– https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~raluca/cs261-f15/readings/merkleodb.pdf  

• Merkle trees have the leaf nodes that are labelled with the values that need to 
be authenticated and nonleaf nodes that are labelled with the hash of the 
labels or values of its child nodes.  

• To authenticate a value v1 and prove that it was part of a Merkle tree with 
root hash r, the values h2 and h6 are required. For more information on 
Merkle trees see  
– G. Becker. Merkle signature schemes, merkle trees and their cryptanalysis. Ruhr-University 

Bochum, Technical Report, 2008 
– R. C. Merkle. A digital signature based on a conventional encryption function. In Conference on the 

Theory and Application of Cryptographic Techniques, pages 369–378. Springer, 1987. DOI: 
10.1007/3-540-48184-2_32.

https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~raluca/cs261-f15/readings/merkleodb.pdf


Asymmetric cryptography
• The second most important primitive is asymmetric cryptography.  
• E.g., Bitcoin uses Secp256k1 (Certicom Research. SEC 2: Recommended elliptic curve domain 

parameters, version 2.0. http://www.secg.org/collateral/sec2_final.pdf, 2010.]). 
• Public-key encryption: A public-key encryption scheme is defined as a triple of efficient 

algorithms (G; E; D) where: 
• G is a key generation algorithm that takes no input and outputs a key pair (pk; sk), where pk is 

called public key, which can be shared publicly, and sk is called secret key, which should be 
kept private (pk; sk)<-G(). 

• E is a encryption algorithm that takes as input a public-key pk as well as a message, m, and 
outputs a cipher text, c, encrypted under the public-key, pk, associated with the public/secret 
key pair (pk, sk) of the intended recipient. c<- E(pk; m) 

• D is a (deterministic) decryption algorithm that takes as input a secret-key, sk, as well as a 
cipher text, c, and outputs the message, m, that was encrypted under the public key, pk, 
associated with sk, or  (The truth value 'false’) if the wrong keys have been used. m <- (sk, c)⊥

http://www.secg.org/collateral/sec2_final.pdf

